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acte authentique - legal paper drawn up (with all due formalities), by a public officer empowered by law (e.g. a notaire) in the place where he officiates acte sous seing privé - private agreement in writing with no witnesses (the pre-sale agreement)

Glossary of French Legal Terms

LEGAL VOCABULARY. ENGLISH/FRENCH. Author Unknown Glossary Provided Courtesy of the State of Maryland, Administrative Office of the Courts. 1. 2. ENGLISH/FRENCH. A. Abandoned Abandonné Abduct (V) Enlever Abetment Encouragement Abettor Instigateur Abrogate (V) Révoquer Abscond (V) Se soustraire à la justice Abuse Violence/mauvais traitement/abus Abused Maltraité/sévices sexuels Accessory Complice Accessory after the fact Aide après le délit/receleur Accessory before the fact ...
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English French legal dictionaries | Lexicool
The Toubon Law (full name: law 94-665 of 4 August 1994 relating to usage of the French language) is a law of the French government mandating the use of the French language in official government publications, in all advertisements, in all workplaces, in commercial contracts, in some other commercial communication contexts, in all government-financed schools, and some other contexts.

Toubon Law - Wikipedia
Bouviers Law Dictionary: This Dictionary is based on the 1856 Edition of the Bouviers Law Dictionary. Although the legal dictionary is pretty old, many of the definitions are still proper (since most legal terms in use today were coined well before 1856). This database contains 6,500+ definitions.

Legal Translations, Translation Services, French ...
The law firm I work for specializes in business and commercial law. Le cabinet d'avocats pour lequel je travaille est spécialisé dans le droit des affaires et le droit du commerce. common law n noun : Refers to person, place, thing, quality, etc.
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